Field 1 (Structures / Design)
Question 1
Consider a composite beam made by gluing two beams, each with height ℎ and width 𝑤, with
a rigid adhesive (see Figure 1). The Young's modulus of the upper and lower halves of the composite
beam are 𝐸$ and 𝐸% , respectively (𝐸$ <𝐸% ). Answer the following questions, assuming the EulerBernoulli beam theory is valid for this composite beam.
(1) Write the main assumption of Euler-Bernoulli beam theory.
(2) Consider the deformation of the composite beam segment of infinitesimal length 𝑑𝑥 shown in
Figure 2. Derive an expression for the axial strain of a line located an arbitrary distance 𝑦 from
the neutral axis, when the ends are subjected to a moment 𝑀. Assume that the neutral axis is
located 𝑦* distance below the bi-material interface, and the radius of curvature of the neutral
axis of the deformed beam segment is 𝑅.
(3) Draw a sketch of the stress distribution due to the above axial strain.
(4) Considering the equilibrium in the 𝑋 direction, derive an expression for 𝑦* in terms of 𝐸$ ,
𝐸% and ℎ.
(5) Considering the moment equilibrium about the 𝑍 axis, derive an expression for the moment M
in terms of 𝐸$ , 𝐸% , 𝑦*, 𝑅, 𝑤 and ℎ. Simplify your answer assuming 𝐸% = 3𝐸$ .
(6) Consider the simply supported composite beam shown in Figure 1, with 𝐸% = 3𝐸$ . If a crack
propagates along the interfaces of the two materials, show that the bending deformation after
the crack is larger than that before the crack. Assume that the crack surfaces are frictionless and
remain in contact. Also assume that the radius of curvature at the top and bottom faces of the
cracked beam are nearly equal. It is not necessary to calculate the displacements due to the
external load.
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Figure 1 A bi-material composite beam and its cross section
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Figure 2 Undeformed and deformed shapes of a beam segment of 𝑑𝑥 length

composite beam: 合成梁

rigid adhesive: 硬い接着剤

Young's modules: ヤング率
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory: オイラー・ベルヌーイ梁理論
infinitesimal length: 微小区間

axial strain: 軸ひずみ

arbitrary distance: 任意距離

neutral axis: 中立軸
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Question 2
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a wave energy device, which consists of two identical
cylindrical buoys (I and J) and a rigid connection bar. The buoys, with cross-sectional area A, mass
m and height h, are attached to the bar through hinges. The buoys I and J are immersed in water,
with the exposed heights to the water surface xi and xj respectively, and only move in the vertical
direction. The length of the bar is l, and its mass is negligible. The middle hinge is located at the
height d from the still water surface. During operation, waves cause the bar to rotate through an
angle θ. Neglect torque and friction acting at each hinge, as well as viscous drag and kinetic energy
of the water. The density of water is ρ and the gravitational acceleration is g. Assuming 0< xi < h
and 0< xj < h in still water condition (no waves).
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(1) When d = h/2, answer the following questions.
a) Obtain an expression for the potential energy of buoy J.
b) Obtain the equation of motion of the device.
c) Linearize the equation of motion in b) for small θ and obtain the natural frequency.
(2) The energy generation efficiency depends on the natural frequency of the device. The value of
d changes due to tides. Explain how the variation of d affects the efficiency of the device in
about three lines.
cylindrical buoys: 円柱状浮体

immersed: 浸される

torque: トルク

viscous drag: 粘性抵抗

kinetic energy: 運動エネルギー

equation of motion: 運動方程式

linearize: 線形化する

natural frequency: 固有振動数
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Field 2 (Concrete engineering / Geotechnical engineering)
Question 1
Answer the following questions.
(1) When the amount of coarse aggregate in concrete changes between 0% (i.e. only mortar) and
100% (i.e. no mortar), illustrate how the compressive strength changes and explain the reason
in about five lines.
(2) Give three reasons why aggregate is used in concrete and explain in about one line for each
reason.
(3) The effect of concrete compressive strength on the ultimate capacity of reinforced concrete
beam in flexural tension failure is smaller than that of the steel strength. Explain the reason in
about five lines using the flexural capacity formula. Define the variables for the formula.
(4) Reinforcement congestion can happen at the beam-column joint in reinforced concrete
structures. Explain the possible problems caused by the congestion in the design, construction,
and maintenance stages in about three lines each.
(5) Answer whether each of the following statements regarding properties of concrete is correct or
wrong. If a statement is wrong, explain the reason in about two lines.
a) The relationship between the water-cement ratio and the compressive strength of concrete
depends on the types of cement even after a long time elapsed.
b) The relationship between the unit water content and the slump value of concrete does not
depend on the particle size or shape of aggregate.
c) In general, the carbonation depth of a concrete structure that is not subjected to rainwater is
lower than that of a concrete structure subjected to rainwater.
coarse aggregate: 粗骨材

ultimate capacity: 終局耐力

reinforced concrete: 鉄筋コンクリート

flexural tension failure: 曲げ引張破壊

reinforcement congestion: 過密配筋

unit water content: 単位水量

carbonation depth: 中性化深さ
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Question 2
(1) Answer the following questions. You may use illustrations if necessary.
a) Explain the mechanism of liquefaction in sandy ground during an earthquake, in about four
lines.
b) Explain the mechanism of ground settlement caused by the decrease of ground water level
due to excessive pumping, in about four lines. There are some cases where ground water
level is intentionally lowered. Present two applications where such method is effective.
(2) Answer the following questions on shear tests of soil.
There are several testing methods to evaluate the strength and deformation characteristics of
soil, such as (a) box shear test, (b) triaxial compression test and (c) hollow cylindrical torsional
shear test. Explain each of these three testing methods with its advantage and disadvantage, in
about four lines for each method.
(3) Answer the following questions on the
active earth pressure and water pressure
on the 10m tall retaining wall, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The backfill soil has
internal friction angle ϕ'=30º, cohesion
c'=5.0 kN/m2, void ratio e=0.70, and soil
particle density ρs=2.7 g/cm3 (irrespective
of degree of saturation). The back surface
Figure 1
of the wall is vertical and smooth. Density
of water ρw=1.0 g/cm3 and gravitational acceleration 9.8 m/sec2. If needed, set √3＝1.7.
a) Based on Rankine’s earth pressure theory, calculate the coefficient of active earth pressure
of the backfill soil.
b) Calculate the wet unit weight γt of backfill soil when the degree of saturation Sr = 50%, and
the saturated unit weight γsat when Sr =100%, respectively.
c) Calculate the active earth pressure on the wall at 5 m height when the water level is below
the bottom of the wall and the degree of saturation of the backfill soil Sr = 50%.
d) Calculate the horizontal pressure (in total stress) on the wall at 5 m height when the water
level reaches the top surface of the backfill soil due to heavy rainfall. The degree of
saturation of the backfill soil Sr = 100%.
e) Present countermeasure(s) in order to avoid the water pressure on retaining walls during
heavy rainfall, in about three lines.
liquefaction: 液状化

shear tests: せん断試験

box shear test: 一面せん断試験

triaxial compression test: 三軸圧縮試験

hollow cylindrical torsional shear test: 中空ねじり試験
backfill soil: 背面盛土

active earth pressure: 主働土圧

countermeasure(s): 対策方法 retaining walls: 擁壁
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Field 3 (Hydrospheric engineering)
Question 1
Answer the following questions. The gravitational acceleration is g.
(1) Consider the water flow at a constant rate Q in the frictionless open channel shown in Figure 1.
The flow sectional area A of this channel is given by
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𝐴 = 𝑎ℎ%
where, a is a constant and h is the water depth at the channel center.
a) Express the specific energy E as a function of h.
b) Derive the critical water depth ℎ8 as a function of the variables such as Q and a .
c) If h is the critical water depth ℎ8 , derive the specific energy 𝐸8 as a function of ℎ8 .

Figure 1
(2) Water is flowing in the open channel with a triangular cross section, which is symmetrical as
shown in Figure 2. The walls have friction, and cross-sectional slope of the channel is 1/m.
Assuming that the flow sectional area A is constant, derive m which maximizes the flow rate.
Here, h is the water depth at the channel center.

Figure 2
gravitational acceleration: 重力加速度

constant rate: 一定流量

frictionless open channel: 摩擦が無視できる開水路
specific energy: 比エネルギー

critical water depth: 限界水深

triangular cross section: 三角形断面

cross-sectional slope: 横断面の勾配

flow sectional area: 流下断面積
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(3) Water flows in the open channel which has a mound of top height 𝑧: on its bed, as shown in
Figure 3. The friction of the channel is negligible, and the unit width flow rate is q. Here, h is the
water depth with ℎ = ℎ: in the upstream section of the mound. The horizontal axis along the
channel bed is x, and the water level in the section with the mound 𝐻 = ℎ + 𝑧.
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b) If the flow is subcritical in all sections, explain the reason why the water level drops in the
section with the mound within five lines.
c) Derive an expression for 𝑧: when the water depth at the mound top is the critical water
depth ℎ8 .

Figure 3
(4) Water flows at a constant rate Q in a rectangular cross-section channel with horizontal bed whose
width abruptly changes from 𝐵$ to 𝐵% , as shown in Figure 4. Assume that channel friction is
negligible. The depth of section 1 is ℎ$ , the depth of section 2 is ℎ% , the fluid density is ρ, the
cross-sectional average velocity of section 1 is 𝑣$ , and the cross-sectional average velocity of
section 2 is 𝑣% . The water depth in front of the Wall-e and the Wall-f is ℎ$ , and the water
pressure profile at this location can be regarded as hydrostatic. Answer the following questions.
a) Show the equation of momentum conservation law between cross section 1 and cross section
2 using 𝑣$ , 𝑣% , ℎ$ , ℎ% , 𝐵$ and 𝐵% .
F

M

b) When 𝐴 = FD and 𝐶 = MD , derive the upstream Froude number 𝐹A$ =
K

K

A and C.
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mound: マウンド

channel bed: 水路床

negligible: 無視できる

unit width flow rate: 単位幅流量

upstream section: 上流部区間

Froude number: フルード数

subcritical flow: 常流

rectangular cross-section: 矩形断面

bed width abruptly changes: 急拡する水路床
fluid density: 流体密度
cross-sectional average velocity: 断面平均流速
hydrostatic: 静水圧

momentum conservation law: 運動量保存則
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Question 2
Let us consider two-dimensional flow fields, either on a x-y horizontal plane or on a x-z vertical
plane, determined by a set of velocity potential and stream function. Answer the following questions.
(1) Let us first focus on three different flow fields on a x-y horizontal plane, determined by three
different sets of velocity potential and stream function expressed in equations [1], [2] and [3],
respectively.

f1 = Vx, y1 = Vy

[1]

Q
Q
log r , y 2 =
q
2p
2p

[2]

f3 = f1 + f2 , y 3 = y 1 +y 2

[3]

f2 =

Here, r = x 2 + y 2 and q = arctan( y / x) are circular coordinates on x-y horizontal plane
and V and Q are positive constants.
a) Show that these flow fields satisfy the continuity equation of incompressible flow and the
condition of irrotational flow.
b) Express dimensions of V and Q by using the dimension of horizontal length L and the
dimension of time T. Describe physical meanings of V and Q.
c) Using streamlines, illustrate the flow field determined by y 1 and y 2 , respectively.
d) Express the horizontal flow velocity components in x and y directions, (u1, v1), (u2, v2) and
(u3, v3), at arbitrary horizontal locations determined by velocity potentials, f1 , f2 and f3 ,
respectively.
e) Show the Bernoulli Equation of the steady flow field on a two-dimensional horizontal plane.
f) Let us introduce the pressure difference, Dp = pB - pA , with pA and pB, pressures at point
A, (x, y)=(0, 1) and point B, (x, y)=(2, 0), respectively. Express this pressure difference, Dp1,
Dp2, and Dp3 under the flow fields determined by velocity potential f1 , f2 and f3 ,
respectively. Let ρ be a fluid density.
g) Compare the relationship among these three pressure differences, determined in f) with the
relationship among (u1, v1), (u2, v2) and (u3, v3), determined in d). Briefly explain in around
four lines how these two relationships are different from each other and why they are different.
two-dimensional flow field: 二次元流れ場

velocity potential: 速度ポテンシャル

stream function: 流れ関数

circular coordinate: 極座標

continuity equation: 連続の式

incompressible flow: 非圧縮性流体

condition of irrotational flow: 渦無し流れ条件

streamline: 流線

flow velocity components: 流速成分
arbitrary horizontal location: 平面上の任意の点
Bernoulli Equation : ベルヌイの式

steady flow field: 定常流れ場

two-dimensional horizontal plane: 二次元平面
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(2) Based on the small amplitude wave theory on x-z vertical plane, the velocity potential f and
water level fluctuations h around a still water level of a regular progressive wave are determined
by the following equations.

f=

ga cosh k ( z + h)
sin( kx - w t )
w
cosh kh

h = a cos(kx - w t )

[4]
[5]

Here g is gravity acceleration, a is amplitude of the water level fluctuations, w=2π/T is angular
frequency, T is wave period, h is still water depth, k=2π/L is wave number, L is wave length, t
is time, x is horizontal axis positive in the wave propagating direction and z is upward vertical
axis with z = 0 at still water level. ρ is the fluid density. Answer the following questions.
a) Express the velocity components (u, w) in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
b) Using variables such as velocity potential f velocity components (u, w) and pressure p,
express the Bernoulli Equation of the unsteady flow field on a two-dimensional vertical
plane.
c) Based on the assumption of the small amplitude wave theory, the square terms of velocity
components (u, w) are sufficiently small and thus can be neglected and the velocity potential
at the water surface z = h can be approximated by equation [4] with z = 0. Based on this
assumption, determine the pressure at the bottom, i.e. at z = -h, using equations [4] and [5]
and the Bernoulli Equation expressed in b). Here, the atmospheric pressure at the water
surface is determined as p0, which is assumed to be constant both in time and in x direction.
d) Express the hydrostatic pressure at the bottom for the total depth h+h when water level is
given byh in equation [5]. Explain in around two lines how this hydrostatic pressure differs
from the one obtained in c) and discuss in around three lines what you should consider if
you were to measure the water level fluctuations by using a pressure sensor installed on the
bottom.
small amplitude wave theory: 微小振幅波理論

water level fluctuation: 水位変動

still water level: 静水面

progressive wave: 進行波

amplitude: 振幅

angular frequency: 角周波数

wave period: 周期

wave number: 波数

horizontal axis positive in the wave propagating direction: 波の進む向きを正とする水平方向座標
upward vertical axis: 上向きを正とする鉛直方向座標
unsteady flow field: 非定常流れ場

square term: 二乗の項

atmospheric pressure: 大気圧

pressure sensor: 水圧センサー
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Field 4 (Transportation / Spatial information engineering)
Question 1
(1) Answer the following questions about the capacity related to transportation facilities.
a) Describe the two standard definitions of capacities related to transportation facilities within
five lines.
b) Describe the specific examples of the above defined capacities related to stations and
airport, respectively, within five lines.
(2) Answer the following questions about equilibrium.
a) Explain the stability of the equilibrium in the Wardrop first principle within five lines.
b) Assume that a share of road traffic and public transport has reached an equilibrium. Explain
the change in equilibrium point due to road traffic improvements within five lines.
(3) Consider problems of public transport service in rural area.
Based on the game theory, assume both users and operators of public transport service try to
maximize their gains. Explain a collaborative measure between them from this viewpoint in
order to vitalize public transport service in rural area within five lines.
Wardrop first principle: ワードロップ第一原則

equilibrium: 均衡

game theory: ゲーム理論

gain: 利得

collaborative measure: 連携方策
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Question 2
Answer the following questions.
(1) Answer the following questions about recent positioning technologies.
a) Explain the principle of D-GPS (Differential GPS) in about three lines.
b) Explain the background of GPS Selective Availability (S/A) in 2000 by Presidential
directive in the United States in about three lines.
c) Explain the mechanism of A-GPS (Assisted GPS) in mobile phone that started in early
2000’s in about three lines.
d) Explain the mechanism of Quasi-Zenith Satellite System already operated in Japan in about
three lines.
(2) Answer the following questions about the data structure of spatial information.
a) Find and show the minimum cost route and its cost from node 0 to node 9 of the following
road network structure displayed in Figure 1. In addition, explain the calculation procedure
for finding the minimum cost route using Dijkstra Algorithm in about seven lines using
information in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Target road network
(Number in circle shows node number and number on link shows cost of the link between nodes.)
b) OpenStreetMap, that sometimes called as “Wikipedia for maps”, has been started in 2004
and used for various commercial services. Explain two important potential concerns of
using OpenStreetMap when used for applications such as least-cost route-finding problem
in about five lines in total.
positioning technologies: 測位技術

Selective Availability: 選択的利用性

Presidential directive in the United States: 米国大統領令
Quasi-Zenith Satellite System: 準天頂衛星システム
Dijkstra Algorithm: ダイクストラ法

least-cost route-finding: 最小コスト経路検索
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(3) Read the following sentences on spatial information and answer correct combination regarding
true/false from A to E with underlined phrases.
Spatial informatics has put its pivotal foot in practical research such as GIS software
originated from computational geometry (①) and the GPS technology used for the car
navigation system since 1990’s (②). Recently it has developed to an independent field of
science that systematically deals with information of the real world such as nation-wide or urban
areas.
In the year 2000’s, while internet-based commercial services such as Google Maps had
launched, international standardization of GIS gave rise to the number of open source software
such as QGIS (③). As the above-mentioned services and software have been commonly used,
importance and value of detailed data in individual field had been recognized. Especially, with
the recent rise of Artificial Intelligence technologies such as machine learning, these data play
an important role as training data.
It is required to clarify the data ownership, and the right of data processing, protection, and
transfer (including cross-border transfer). Open data policy should be positively applied to the
data related to public activities of national/local governments excluding confidential
information. The quality of data exchanging environment should be well maintained, while it is
occasionally found that some commercial companies (④) exclusively keep large-scale data
including personal information. Recently, Japanese government has improved the personal
information protection law (⑤). As troubles related with spatial information has been increasing
such as spoofing of location information, these efforts on the ownership and rights of data are
essential for safe and comfortable life of citizens.
(A) ①True ②True ③True ④True ⑤True
(B)

①True ②False ③False ④False ⑤False

(C)

①False ②True ③True ④True ⑤True

(D) ①True ②False ③False ④False ⑤True
(E)

①True ②False ③True ④True ⑤ True
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pivotal foot: 軸足

computational geometry: 計算幾何学

systematically: 体系的に

international standardization: 国際標準化

Artificial Intelligence: 人工知能

machine learning: 機械学習

training data: 教師データ

ownership: 所有権

confidential information: 機密情報

exclusively: 排他的に

personal information protection law: 個人情報保護法
spoofing of location information: 位置情報詐称
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Field 5 (Urban / Landscape)
Question 1
Consider small- and medium-sized coastal cities which can be affected by Nankai megathrust
earthquake (assumed magnitude is 9). Discuss your ideas about urban planning which should be
implemented in advance (=prior reconstruction) for these cities in about 30 lines.
Nankai megathrust earthquake: 南海トラフ巨大地震
prior reconstruction: 事前復興
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Question 2
The following text written by Christopher Alexander (1936-), an American scholar of architecture,
gives his opinion on how the public spaces for local communities should be. Answer the questions
(1) - (4) related to the underlined parts.
To create the concentrations of people in a community, facilities must be grouped densely round
very small public squares which can function as nodes – with (1) all pedestrian movement in the
community organized to pass through these nodes. … the facilities grouped around any one node
must be chosen for their symbiotic relationships. It is not enough merely to group communal
functions in so-called community centers. For example, church, cinema, kindergarten, and police
station are all community facilities, but they do not support one another mutually. Different people
go to them, at different times, with different things in mind. There is no point in grouping them
together. To create intensity of action, (2) the facilities which are placed together round any one node
must function in a cooperative manner, and must attract the same kinds of people, at the same times
of day. …
It is natural that every public street will swell out at those important nodes where there is the most
activity. And it is only these widened, swollen, public squares which can accommodate the public
gatherings, small crowds, festivities, bonfires, carnivals, speeches, dancing, shouting, mourning,
which must have their place in the life of the town. But for some reason there is a temptation to
make these public squares too large. Time and again in modern cities, architects and planners build
plazas that are too large. They look good on drawings; but in real life they end up desolate and (3)
dead. Our observations suggest strongly that open places intended as public squares should be very
small. As a general rule, (4) we have found that they work best when they have a diameter of about
60 feet (18m) – at this diameter people often go to them, they become favorite places, and people
feel comfortable there. When the diameter gets above 70 feet (21m), the squares begin to seem
deserted and unpleasant.
(C. Alexander et al., A PATTERN LANGUAGE, 1977; partly revised)
(1) What is the effect of these nodes on the legibility of a city? Explain it based on Kevin Lynch’s
theory on the image of the city, within five lines.
(2) Give a hypothetical example of “the facilities which are placed together round a node and
function in a cooperative manner” and explain it, within eight lines.
(3) What are the requirements in spatial design for public squares, besides the size of them, in order
that they do not end up “dead” as the place for local community? Write one requirement that
you think the most important and explain the reason within ten lines.
(4) Why do the squares for local communities work best when they have a diameter of about 60
feet (18m)? Discuss the reason(s) based on the idea of human scale, within eight lines.
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pedestrian movement: 歩行者の動き

facilities: 施設

in a cooperative manner: 相乗的に

swollen: ふくれた

temptation: 傾向

desolate: 人の寄り付かない

legibility: わかりやすさ
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Field 6 (International Project / Management)
Question 1
Read the following sentences on “Infrastructure Systems Management,” and answer the
questions related to the underlined parts.
Infrastructure facilities are constructed to deliver public services for supporting people’s life and
industrial activities. It is necessary to construct a project cycle① appropriately, and to formulate the
entire system, which includes social system ② , organization ③ and stakeholder activities ④
concerning the project cycle so as to construct infrastructure facilities and to fulfill their functions.
“Infrastructure Systems Management” is defined as activities required for making the infrastructure
systems⑤ to satisfy social needs.

(1) Regarding the underlined part ①, explain issues to be considered in the design stage for
reducing cost in the maintenance stage of a project cycle with citing their reasons, in about 6
lines.
(2) Regarding the underlined part ②, Private Finance Initiative (PFI) is a system to utilize private
funds for infrastructure projects. Explain three main players in this system and their motives to
participate in a PFI project in about 6 lines.
(3) Regarding the underlined part ③, Construction Management (CM) is utilized when it is
difficult to establish a sufficient team for a project in a project owner’s organization. Explain
features of CM and its contract type in about 5 lines.
(4) Regarding the underlined part ④, Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) is a system utilized in
large and complex projects. Explain features of ECI and its advantages in comparison to a
traditional system in about 6 lines.
(5) Regarding the underlined part ⑤, discuss the infrastructure systems for the society where
maintenance projects are dominant, focusing on the differences between new development
projects and maintenance projects, in about 8 lines.

infrastructure facilities: 社会基盤施設
deliver: 提供する
fulfil: 発揮させる
social needs: 社会の要請

formulate: 形成する
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Question 2
In developing countries, migration from rural areas to urban areas has been often observed. Answer the following questions related to this.
(1) Describe a mechanism how the migration occurs from rural areas to urban areas in approximately eight lines, using all the following words. You may add diagrams and/or tables if necessary.
agricultural sector, manufactural sector, labor demand, wage
(2) One of issues caused by excess migrations from rural areas to urban areas is an economic disparity across regions. Explain expected roles of infrastructure to mitigate the regional economic
disparity in approximately eight lines.
(3) In some developing countries, large migration to a specific city produces a megacity with over
10 million inhabitants. Raise four potential reasons that the primary city has significantly more
population than any other cities in a country, and explain them in approximately three lines for
each.
(4) Informal sector takes important roles in many megacities of developing countries. Show three
positive and three negative impacts of the informal sector on cities, respectively.
migration：人口移動 manufactural：製造業の labor demand：労働需要
wage ：賃金率 excess：過度の disparity：格差 primary city：最大都市
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